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P-9 Inserter Feeder

Straight Shooter, the company that brought you buckle separation,
repositionable feed belts, and easy belt changes has done it again!

Introducing the all new P-9 inserter feeder

We asked mailers what they would like to see in a friction feeder for their
inserting machines and they answered clearly Simplicity!
Straight Shooter delivers with our patented paper guides and integrated
photo eye, eliminating the need for additional guides on the inserter and
cumbersome photo eye adjustments common with competitive machines.

Setting up the feeder is simple, and can be done away from the insert
station. Then simply position in the hopper and away you go! The P-9
can even be moved from one station to another with no adjustments
necessary!

Feeders for mailing,
printing and packaging

Make your
inserter more
versatile and
productive!



Straight Shooter feeders are known for feeding hard-to-handle materials, like magnets, plastic bags,
folded mail, stapled booklets and more. Now you can have those capabilities for your swing-arm
inserter!

Traditional vacuum operated inserter feeders don t handle many of today s challenging inserts very well.
Open ended pieces, pieces that vary in thickness, and thin paper are difficult at best. Not with the P-9!
Simply slide the P-9 into position in one of your inserter hoppers and you have a better inserter on your
hands! Don t waste time hand stuffing or fighting vacuum feeders. Let the P-9 handle it.

The P-9 makes other inserter feeders obsolete!

Also available the D-9
Demand Feeder

Our unique acceleration table
design makes the D-9 the ideal
small machine for demand (one-
shot) applications like collators,
adding stations to inserters and

much more!
Call us for more information

Straight Shooter Equipment Company
Columbia, Il. 62236
(800) 785-4177
www.feedstraight.com

Authorized Distributor:

(845) 452-2100          (518) 459-4545
(914) 478-2100          (607) 733-2108

info@AESMailPro.com


